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Abstract
Objective To assess the diagnostic information provided by digital subtraction dacryocystography (DCG) and dacryoen-
doscopy in patients with epiphora.
Methods Sixty-eight lacrimal systems of 34 patients with epiphora were prospectively studied. Patients were initially
examined with syringing, followed by digital subtraction DCG and dacryoendoscopy to confirm the diagnosis. Obstructions
in lacrimal pathways were evaluated by degree, location, and cause. The weighted kappa coefficient was used to compare the
agreement between the tests.
Results Of the 68 lacrimal pathways, partial or complete obstructions were identified in 56 cases (82.3%) with syringing,
in 38 cases (55.9%) with DCG, and in 60 cases (88.2%) with dacryoendoscopy. DCG and dacryoendoscopy showed the
same result in 42 of the 68 (61.8%) lacrimal pathways. The weighted kappa value for DCG and dacryoendoscopy was 0.60
(95% CI: 0.40–0.81). The most common sites of obstruction were the common canaliculus (36.7%) and the nasolacrimal
duct (28.3%) in dacryoendoscopy. Thirty-three lacrimal pathways (48.5%) were identified to have obstructions on the same
level between DCG and dacryoendoscopy. Among the 30 lacrimal pathways (44.1%) that were normal by DCG, obstruction
was revealed in 22 cases by dacryoendoscopy, with 11 cases in the common canaliculus. Additional useful information on
the cause of obstruction and identification of multiple obstructed sites was provided by dacryoendoscopy.
Conclusions DCG and dacryoendoscopy showed moderate agreement in detecting lacrimal pathway obstruction.
Dacryoendoscopy allowed for comprehensive investigations of the lacrimal pathway and can help explain unidentified
factors associated with lacrimal pathway obstruction in patients with epiphora.

Introduction

Epiphora is a common symptom encountered in ophthalmic
practice and is usually caused by a structural or functional
disturbance in the lacrimal pathway. The lacrimal pathway
is a continuous anatomical structure consisting of the
punctum, canaliculus, lacrimal sac, and nasolacrimal duct
(NLD). Partial or complete obstruction of the lacrimal
pathway causing epiphora is primarily diagnosed by
symptoms and lacrimal syringing. Syringing can be easily

performed in the clinic; however, the results are limited by
the fact that they are affected by the clinician’s experience
and subject’s response.

Various objective investigations including dacryocysto-
graphy (DCG), lacrimal scintigraphy, and computed tomo-
graphy (CT) have been proposed to determine the cause of
epiphora [1–4]. Among them, DCG has been most widely
used for intuitive visualisation of the lacrimal drainage
process and for the identification of lacrimal pathway
obstructions. Digital subtraction DCG, a modification of
DCG using fluoroscopy, delineates high-quality anatomical
detail by producing bone-free images [5, 6]. However, DCG
is limited in use due to the need for contrast agents and the
inability to visualise anatomical structures beyond the initial
obstruction site in the lacrimal pathway.

Recently, dacryoendoscopy has been developed to
identify morphological abnormalities of the entire nasola-
crimal pathway, including the lacrimal sac and canaliculus.
Dacryoendoscopy can directly visualise the degree, level,
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and nature of an obstruction, and simultaneously treat the
obstruction if necessary [7]. The purpose of this study was
to evaluate the clinical efficacy of dacryoendoscopy in
diagnosing patients with epiphora by comparing its results
of the degree, level, and cause of obstruction in lacrimal
pathways with those of DCG.

Materials and methods

The protocol and consent forms for the study were approved
by the Institutional Review Board of Chung-Ang University
Hospital and Yeouido St. Mary’s Hospital of Catholic
University (Seoul, Korea), respectively. This was a pro-
spective study in which all procedures were performed
under the tenets of the Helsinki Declaration, and informed
consent was obtained from all patients before enrolment.

Between June 2017 and November 2018, 68 eyes of
34 patients who visited Chung-Ang University Hospital or
Yeouido St. Mary’s hospital of Catholic University with
epiphora and who were scheduled to undergo DCG and
dacryoendoscopy for diagnosis were recruited for this
study. Exclusion criteria included a history of facial trauma,
allergy to contrast agents, pregnancy, concurrent lid or
ocular disorder including punctal abnormalities, and
patients under 19 or over 80 years old. All patients under-
went full ophthalmic examinations prior to entry including
lid position, tear meniscus height, and dye disappearance
test. Lacrimal syringing was performed using a 27-gauge
blunt-tipped cannula and was recorded as patent to the nose
or as a subjective percentage of reflux through the other
punctum. Partial obstruction was defined as a partial reflux
through the other punctum with partial flow in the nose.
Complete obstruction was defined as total reflux with no
flow in the nose or pharynx [8].

DCG was performed by a radiologist on a different day
after the clinical evaluation. With the patient supine, local
anaesthesia of the conjunctiva was performed. Catheterisa-
tion of the inferior punctum of the affected eye was done
with a blunt metal cannula. A slow injection of 1–2 mL of a
water-soluble contrast medium (iohexol; Bonorex®, Central
Medical Service, Seoul, Korea) was carried out while
acquiring a series of radiographs. The patient was placed
under fluoroscopic control, and bone images were digitally
subtracted from the sequence. Partial lacrimal obstruction
was defined as either delayed transit time or an area of
stenosis anywhere along the lacrimal pathway. Complete
obstruction was defined as failure of the contrast agent to
reach the inferior meatus of the nasal cavity [8]. The images
were assessed by both a radiologist and an ophthalmologist
who were blinded to patient information. Obstruction in the
lacrimal pathway was evaluated by degree, level, and cause
until a consensus was reached by the two examiners.

Dacryoendoscopy was done on a separate day, following
the DCG. After instillation of paracaine and infratrochlear
anaesthesia, the upper and lower lacrimal puncta were
dilated. A dacryoendoscope (FT-201, Fibertech, Tokyo,
Japan) was inserted through the upper and lower canalicu-
lus. Saline was injected through the water channel for clear
viewing of the lumen. The dacryoendoscope proceeded
slowly to the sac and was then held upright and advanced
into the NLD under the visual guidance of a monitor screen.
In the process, the location and nature of lacrimal obstruc-
tions were identified. The obstructed area was opened if
possible, followed by silicone tube intubation.

All statistical analyses were performed using R software
(version 3.4.0). Data were expressed as mean (SD) for
continuous variables, and sample number and percentages
for categorical variables. A weighted kappa coefficient with
a 95% confidence interval (CI) was used to compare the
agreement between the tests. When interpreting kappa
values, strength of agreement was described based on
Landies and Koch’s classification [9], which includes slight
(≤0.20), fair (0.21–0.40), moderate (0.41–0.60), substantial
(0.61–0.80), and almost perfect (0.81–1.00) agreement.
A value of p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

This study included 68 lacrimal pathways of 34 subjects
(11 males and 23 females). The mean age was 65.59 (11.08)
years, with a range of 33–80 years. The average duration of
tearing symptoms was 31.30 (32.52) months (range:
1.0–120.0 months). Out of the 68 lacrimal pathways, partial
or complete obstructions were identified in 56 (82.3%)
lacrimal pathways with syringing. The remaining 12 lacri-
mal pathways were normal in syringing but were enrolled in
the study due to unknown cause for epiphora or suspected
functional NLD obstruction.

Of all the 68 lacrimal pathways, partial or complete
obstruction was identified in 38 (55.9%) cases by DCG and
in 60 (88.2%) cases by dacryoendoscopy. Of the 56 lacrimal
pathways diagnosed with partial or complete obstruction on
syringing, 52 had lacrimal pathway abnormalities on the
dacryoendoscopic examination, whereas only 38 lacrimal
pathways had stenosis or obstruction by DCG (Table 1).
Of the 20 lacrimal pathways with complete obstruction in
syringing, 13 were diagnosed as complete obstruction in
both DCG and dacryoendoscopy, and 4 were partially
obstructed in DCG and dacryoendoscopy. In contrast, only
14 of the 36 lacrimal pathways with partial obstruction in
syringing were diagnosed with partial lacrimal obstruction
by both DCG and dacryoendoscopy. The other 14 lacrimal
pathways diagnosed with partial obstruction in syringing
were identified as partial obstruction on dacryoendoscopy,
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but 13 of them were normal in DCG. Twelve lacrimal
pathways with normal patency in syringing were also nor-
mal by DCG, but eight were identified as partial obstruction
on dacryoendoscopy. All of them showed stenosis at the
Rosenmüller valve.

The degree of agreement between the tests was then
evaluated. Of the 68 lacrimal pathways, 42 exhibited
identical results by DCG and dacryoendoscopy, with 61.8%
agreement. The weighted kappa value for DCG and
dacryoendoscopy was 0.60 (CI: 0.40–0.81). Including
syringing, 31 lacrimal pathways showed the identical results
by the three diagnostic methods and the agreement was
lowered to 45.6%. The weighted kappa value for syringing
and DCG was 0.41 (CI: 0.17–0.66), and 0.55 (CI:
0.37–0.73) for syringing and dacryoendoscopy. Thus, the
three tests showed moderate agreement, but the lowest
agreement was between syringing and DCG.

The common canaliculus was the most common site of
obstruction (36.7%) in the lacrimal pathway, followed by
the NLD (28.3%) and Krause valve (18.3%) on dacryoen-
doscopy (Table 2). In contrast, obstructions in the Krause
valve (34.2%) and NLD (31.6%) were more common than
in the common canaliculus by DCG. Concerning the
agreement of examinations in the level of obstruction, 33
lacrimal pathways (48.5%) were identified to have an
obstruction at the same level between DCG and dacryoen-
doscopy. In five lacrimal pathways (7.4%), the localization
of the lacrimal obstruction was different. Among the
remaining 30 lacrimal pathways (44.1%) that were normal
in DCG, the levels of obstruction were revealed in 22 cases
by dacryoendoscopy, with 11 cases in the common canali-
culus and 6 cases in the NLD.

Dacryoendoscopy provided additional information of
multiple obstructions in 15 of the lacrimal pathways
(Table 3). NLD obstructions were further observed in 7
lacrimal pathways where obstructions were identified in
canaliculi or sacs. Multiple obstructions involving the
Hasner valve were also found in 5 lacrimal pathways. The
causes of obstruction in the lacrimal pathway were also
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Table 2 Level of lacrimal pathway obstruction.

Dacryoendoscopy (%) DCG (%)

Upper canaliculus 7 (11.7) 3 (7.9)

Lower canaliculus 1 (1.7) 0 (0)

Common canaliculus 22 (36.7) 9 (23.7)

Krause valve 11 (18.3) 13 (34.2)

NLD 17 (28.3) 12 (31.6)

Hasner valve 2 (3.3) 1 (2.6)

Total 60 (100) 38 (100)

Values are presented as lacrimal pathways (%).

DCG dacryocystography, NLD nasolacrimal duct.
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directly identified in dacryoendoscopy. Among 60 eyes
with lacrimal insufficiency in Dacryoendoscopy, the most
common cause was stenosis in 48 (70.6%) cases, followed
by mucus in 5 (7.4%) cases, stones in 4 (5.9%) cases, and
granulation in 3 (4.4%) cases. Of the 48 cases with stenosis,
4 were accompanied by mucus.

Discussion

This study tried to verify the diagnostic value of DCG
and dacryoendoscopy in patients with epiphora. Our
result revealed moderate agreement between DCG and
dacryoendoscopy, but dacryoendoscopy and syringing were
more consistent than DCG and syringing. Dacryoendoscopy
was also preferable in detecting anatomical obstructions
compared with DCG. Partial or complete obstruction in
lacrimal pathways was identified in 60 of 68 (88.2%) cases
with dacryoendoscopy but only in 38 of 68 (55.9%)
cases with DCG. Eight of 12 lacrimal pathways with
normal patency in syringing were also identified as
partial obstruction on dacryoendoscopy. This means the
dacryoendoscopy may be more helpful in demonstrating
lacrimal pathway abnormalities that may not be evident
by other diagnostic modalities. Considering the merits
of directly visualising a lesion, the high sensitivity of
dacryoendoscopy was quite natural. In addition, the iden-
tification of additional obstructed lesions can be done with
dacryoendoscopy. Although dacryoendoscopy has several
disadvantages, including a high cost and a less durable
probe, it can be expected to help identify pathogenic
mechanisms of cases of epiphora whose exact cause is
unknown by traditional examination, such as functional
NLD obstruction [10].

Previous studies have reported sufficient sensitivity
and accuracy of DCG in identifying anatomical obstruc-
tions of the lacrimal pathway [11–13]. Moreover, digital

subtraction DCG performed with fluoroscopic control has
been reported to provide better reliability than conven-
tional DCG in pinpointing the location of an obstruction
[14]. Considering these reports, our results showed a
relatively lower sensitivity of DCG than expected. DCG
was normal in 18 of 56 lacrimal pathways diagnosed as
partial or complete obstruction in syringing. In particular,
16 of 36 lacrimal pathways with partial obstruction in
syringing were normal in DCG. All 12 lacrimal pathways
that were patent in syringing also showed normal findings
in DCG. However, 22 of these 30 lacrimal pathways,
which were normal in DCG, were eventually confirmed to
have partial obstruction in dacryoendoscopy. Therefore,
our study suggested that digital subtraction DCG had little
value in diagnosing partial or functional obstruction in the
lacrimal pathway [15]. Using dacryoendoscopic findings
as standard reference, DCG showed 63.3% sensitivity and
100% specificity. The reason for the low sensitivity of
DCG in detecting partial or functional lacrimal obstruction
was unclear. One possible explanation may be that
the expansion of the lacrimal pathway according to the
force of the dye injection may mask clinically significant
stenosis or functional disturbance. Although delayed
radiography with DCG or three-dimensional helical com-
puted tomographic DCG is recommended as an alternative
to identify partial or functional lacrimal obstruction, the
accuracy of these methods needs to be verified by
dacryoendoscopy [8, 16].

In this study, the most common level of obstruction by
DCG was the Krause valve (34.2%), followed by the NLD
(31.6%). These findings are consistent with previous reports
that the junction of the lacrimal sac and NLD was the most
common site of obstruction in DCG [17, 18]. In contrast,
obstruction in the common canaliculus was more common
than in the NLD or Krause valve in dacryoendoscopy.
Dacryoendoscopy also revealed obstructions of the com-
mon canaliculus in 11 of the 30 lacrimal pathways which
were patent in DCG, suggesting that DCG may be more
likely to miss lesions in the common canaliculus. It is
presumed that the anatomy of the lacrimal pathway, with
the small diameter of the canaliculus and the Rosenműller
valve, might be a possible explanation for the relatively
lower detection of common canalicular lesions by DCG. A
previous study also indicates that the delineation of the
common canaliculus is less clear compared with the sac and
NLD by DCG [19].

The importance of diagnostic syringing is well-known
in evaluating epiphora. Nevertheless, syringing is often
considered less valuable as an isolated modality than in
combination with other examinations in diagnosing
lacrimal pathway obstruction [6, 20]. Although this study
was not intended to explore the diagnostic value of
syringing, the clinical utility of syringing could be

Table 3 Location of multiple lacrimal pathway obstruction in
dacryoendoscopy.

Location Case

Upper canaliculus/common canaliculus 3

Upper canaliculus/NLD 1

Lower canaliculus/NLD 1

Common canaliculus/NLD 4

Krause valve/NLD 1

NLD/Hasner valve 1

Common canaliculus/Hasner valve 3

Krause valve/Hasner valve 1

Total 15

NLD nasolacrimal duct.
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assessed based on the results of dacryoendoscopy. In this
study, 52 of 56 eyes that showed lacrimal insufficiency in
syringing were confirmed as having lacrimal stenosis or
an obstruction on dacryoendoscopy. This result corre-
sponds to 86.7% sensitivity and 92.9% positive predictive
value, suggesting that syringing is a reliable screening test
to detect lacrimal pathway obstruction in patients with
epiphora. However, it is difficult to differentiate between
complete and partial lacrimal obstruction with syringing,
since only 44 of 56 eyes diagnosed with lacrimal pathway
obstruction by syringing exhibited the same complete or
partial lacrimal obstruction through dacryoendoscopy.
Thus, if partial or functional obstruction was suspected by
syringing, it would be better to identify the cause of
tearing through dacryoendoscopy rather than performing
an additional DCG to confirm any blockages in the
lacrimal pathway.

Stenosis was the most common cause of lacrimal
pathway obstruction, followed by mucus and stones in our
study. Stenosis, which refers to abnormal narrowing or
contraction of the lacrimal pathway, is presumed to be the
result of chronic inflammation and fibrosis with remo-
delling of connective tissue fibre [21]. During dacryoen-
doscopy, stenotic lumens were widened using a probe.
Mucus or stones in the lacrimal pathway could also be
removed directly using mechanical force with the probe
under direct visualisation with the dacryoendoscope.
Another advantage of dacryoendoscopy is that it can be
used to simultaneously diagnose and treat the cause of
lacrimal pathway obstruction.

The limitation of this study was that much of the data
provided by this study was qualitative in nature and based
on subjective interpretations of images. To overcome
these limitations, DCG was interpreted by both a radi-
ologist and an ophthalmologist in blinded state. However,
the dacryoendoscopic video images could not be inter-
preted by a blinded examiner due to their relatively low
resolution and poor magnification. The resolution of the
dacryoendoscopy used was still not good enough to fully
visualise the entire lumen of the lacrimal pathway.
Technical improvements such as an external monitor and
scope fibre with increased resolution will help overcome
this limitation.

In conclusion, the present study comprehensively eval-
uated and simultaneously compared DCG and dacryoen-
doscopic findings to evaluate their impact on the diagnosis
of epiphora. DCG is less sensitive in diagnosing partial or
functional obstruction in the lacrimal pathway and needs to
be employed only in limited situations, not in routine
examinations. Dacryoendoscopy allowed for comprehen-
sive investigation of the lacrimal pathway and can help
explain unidentified factors associated with the lacrimal
pathway in patients with epiphora.

Summary

What was known before

● Dacryocystography has been the most widely used
imaging technique to identify the cause of epiphora.

● Dacryoendoscopy can directly visualise the degree,
level, and nature of an obstruction, and simultaneously
treat the obstruction if necessary.

What this study adds

● Dacryocystography had little value in diagnosing partial
or functional obstruction in the lacrimal pathway and
might be more likely to miss a lesion in the common
canaliculus.

● Dacryoendoscopy was preferable in detecting
anatomical obstructions compared with dacryocysto-
graphy and provided additional information on the
cause of obstruction and identification of multiple
obstructed sites.
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